Global Licensing Requirements Analysis
Author: Ria Moothilal (SAHPA Grade B Instructor, Former Vice Chair of SAHPA)
At the meeting held on the 28th October 2020 regarding Part 106 I presented my general reasoning with
regards to my concerns to specific changes to various paragliding licensing requirements. Part 106
proposes increases for the requirements for several license grades compared to the requirements
currently in place in the CATS and CARS. Upon which it was requested that I do an international
comparison. I again want to place on record my agreement with the majority of Part 106 with the
exception of the increased requirements to various license grades which is analysed below.
Method: Online research by means of visiting various international associations’ and schools’ websites in
search of the relevant information as well as a request to international pilots to help fill in their country’s
information.
Data collected: The data and tables used in this analysis is available on google sheets at the following
link:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1IUAORGzHhXF1kRsXyN-V5ON0_dTWu6J7rcLE7NUG-Hc/edit
?usp=sharing

Analysis:
1. Countries and Associations Analysed:
a. South African standards (current and proposed are compared to the following countries,
associations and standards:
i.
IPPI - International Pilot Proficiency Information levels as promoted by the FAI in
it’s “Recommended Safety Proficiency Standards For Paragliding” document
effective from May 2020
(https://www.fai.org/sites/default/files/civl/documents/safepro_para_2020.pdf )
ii.
APPI - : Association of Paragliding Pilots and Instructors - whose system is used
by schools and instructors 134 countries
(https://appifly.org/?What-is-APPI&lang=en )
iii.
Various countries including: USA, New Zealand, Switzerland, British, Germany,
Australia and Canada. For some countries only limited information was available
b. It should be noted that the criteria of flight numbers, hours etc. are not the only criteria.
Often there are exams, and other forms of evaluation included in the requirements.
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2. Pre-Basic License level (IPPI 1 - 3)

Comment: South Africa’s first license called the Basic license starts at IPPI level 4. This is the same as
Switzerland and Germany. However, it is different to IPPI, APPI, US, Britain, Australia, New Zealand and
Canada who use lower license levels in the qualification system
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4. Basic license level: (IPPI 4)

Comment: Unsure why the minimum of 7 days training for the Basic license has been removed in Part
106. Compared to other countries/associations

4. Intermediate license level

Comment: This license grade is between the Basic (IPPI 4) and Sport (IPPI 5) levels. I’m unsure how to
compare this however will leave it here as it shows the change from the current to the proposed part 106.
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5. Sport license level

Comments: The increase of the current minimum flights and hours from 125 and 20 to 200 and 50,
respectively, will bring in SA in line with several of the international bodies with the exception of
Switzerland and Germany who have far lower requirements.
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7. Standard Tandem Pilot

Comments: The new Part 106 will remove the need for high flights which is of concern. It is uncertain
whether this change is on purpose. South Africa’s minimum flights and hours requirement are far greater
than that required by IPPI, APPI, New Zealand, Switzerland and Britain. The requirements for Germany,
Australia and Canada are unknown. The US has a system of crediting hours only or a combination of
flights and hours. South Africa’s current and Part 106 requirement of having a Sport license for a
minimum of 1 year is higher than most other countries/ associations. New Zealand has the requirement
for set at 6 months whereas others such as APPI and Switzerland require that the pilot be flying for a
minimum time span not related to their IPPI 5 related license level.
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8. Assistant Instructor

Comments: Part 106 proposes INCREASING the requirement from having a sport license to having a
sport license for a minimum of one year. No other country/association has this limitation
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9. Instructor Grade B

Comments: Part 106 proposes INCREASING the current requirement from 300 high flights to 500 solo
flights. The addition of the word “solo” will exclude tandem flights done by the pilot which will penalise
those pilots who have attained a standard tandem license. Again the word “high” has been removed
thereby promoting “small” flights. The requirement for the time span of both sport license and assistant
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instructor rating have both been INCREASED. Compared to international standards this 500 solo
requirement is far higher than APPI, New Zealand, Switzerland, and the US. The implementation of the
proposal in Part 106 will slow down the growth of new Grade B instructors which in turn slows down the
growth of the sport.
9. Instructor Grade C (Tandem Flight Instructor)

Comments: Part 106 INCREASES the number of tandem flights from the current minimum of 100 tandem
flights to 200.
This increase is far higher than that required by APPI (100 tandem), New Zealand (30 tandems),
Switzerland and the US
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11. Instructor Grade A

Comments: South Africa’s current and proposed requirement of training 50 students to a Basic LIcense is
higher than the 15 required by APPI. The Swiss use an “invite” system and the US require exams, clinics,
evaluation and apprenticeship time.
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SAHPA Accident Data
The following are the accident data captured by SAHPA since January 2014 and available for analysis in
an electronic data
12. Increasing the sport license from 125 flights to 200 flights

Comments: 2 of the 19 (4 Instructors and 15 Sport license) were experienced by pilots who had less than
200 flights
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13. Increasing the TFI (Grade C) requirement from 100 tandem flights to 200 tandem flights

Comments: There were no tandem accidents with TFI pilots who had less than 200 tandem flights. In fact
the majority of accidents take place with pilots who have 1000+ flights. This is concerning when one of
the changes proposed in Part 106 is to DECREASE the renewal requirements for instructors

Conclusion:
There is some evidence in the international numbers to increase the sport license requirements, though
not supported by our own accident data. The argument that the accident data does not capture pilots who
got a scare and left the sport (i.e. no accident) is questionable as to whether this is a safety issue or a
retention issue and can this not be better solved with education instead of kicking the can down the road
by increasing the flight numbers.
International requirements show that South Africa’s current and proposed requirements are often higher
and more prohibitive than elsewhere when it comes to Grade A, B, and C instructor ratings.
There is no evidence to support the claims that the sport will be safer with the proposed increased
requirements however there is the very real risk that growth will be impeded - growth of pilots, growth of
instructors, growth of the sport, and growth of the country.
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